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There are almost too many catastrophic possibilities for the end of the world as we know it these
days. It’s almost creating an inoculation effect on the public and supporting normalcy bias.

Everything from giant meteors immolating most of the population, to a new and especially violent
nation destroying civil war, fomented by billionaire totalitarians manipulating us all against each,
other to burn our country down to the ground in anarchy, if they can’t continue their tyrannical
agenda.

But most of these are not an imminent threat yet. What I’m talking about is the real time super SHTF
world class catastrophes like war, weather, bio-pandemics and terrorism.

Things that are always hanging over us like a hellish cloud that can release its deadly hail storm at any
minute.

Here are the ones hitting critical mass. Brace yourselves…

3 Second SEAL Test Will Tell You If You’ll Survive A SHTF Situation

1. Strike on North Korea and the Potential Start of WWIII

In case you haven’t been paying attention, North Korea has been purposefully expanding its effort as
an irascible world pestilence since the new Trump Administration arrived.

But history has shown North Korea to always have more ‘bark’ than ‘bite’, and nothing has ever come
of it. In fact most people think it’s just their cultural mentality to threaten to nuke the U.S..

It’s the way they do diplomacy. Negotiation shave always failed because right up front the fact is
stated that nothing The West wants them to do will be negotiated in talks. So there never will be any
talks. This has been going on for decades. So what’s the big deal with all this now?

After all, in a military conflict with the U.S., NK would be like ant’s motor scooter getting run over by a
400 horse power Dodge Ram Charger!

We wouldn’t even need tactical nukes to reduce this insolent rogue country and its Maniac-in-Chief
into a bomb crater pockmarked replica of the dark side of the moon? So why not Just continue the
status quo and ignore NK altogether?

And maybe release their sanctions on high fructose corn syrup saturated foods, and maybe the tubby
Corn flakes bowl haircut tyrant will die of morbid obesity, and be replaced by a less malevolent
leadership?

Because this time it’s insanely different. NK has reached a threshold that emboldens him to new
heights of deadly hubris. He is building intercontinental nuclear warhead ballistic missiles, and
flaunting them in our faces, and then overtly threatening to nuke us with them!
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One of Trump’s serious campaign promises was a “vow” to never let North Korea become a military
nuclear power able to hit our mainland with nuclear weapons. If that ‘vow’ is not honored, there’s no
chance for a second term for Trump and no future for his party.

So when Kim Jong-Un pulled his in-your-American-face missile test stunt last 4th of July, the final tune
up of the Pentagon plans to strike North Korea were in play.

Trump doesn’t really have to justify a strike to anybody. You won’t find too many who’ll disagree with
the notion that nobody wants to make the mistake made by Germany in the 1930’s by ignoring a
similar mad dictator by the name of Hitler, who was basically ignored until it was too late, and he
eventually amassed a military powerful enough to cause WWII, which destroyed entire countries!

In the past few weeks, Trump and his advisors carefully orchestrated world opinion to make it appear
that we are not aggressors, only peaceful defenders of our land from a severely cracked nut job.
Trump’s media courtship of the Chinese to try to persuade North Korea to stop their long range
weapons development had everything but the engagement ring on bended knee.

The Chinese, however, threw it back on the U.S. saying that it’s our problem. Beijing confirmed that
Kim Jong-Un doesn’t care about threats of military action from the U.S. or any increase in sanctions.
He simply will NOT give up his nuclear missile efforts. Period. For Any reason.

Then Trump appealed to other UN world leadership to re-unite against NK for serious pressure and
collective sanctions. This kind of obligatory politically correct groveling received no real patronage,
and Trump exited the scene of international political ballroom dancing with the ‘anticipated’, but
necessary world viewpoint that he did his best to find a peaceful alternative.

But nobody seems to care. So if “it’s only the responsibility of the U.S.”, then the rest of the story will
soon become future American Military History.

Any Other Peaceful Options?

Oh, you mean like the North Korean leader suddenly having a “change of heart” and bowing down to
the U.S. wearing olive branches on his mandatory state haircut with surrender papers in hand, so he’ll
have a new chance to live long enough to grow into middle age while South Korean and Nato
inspection teams sweep his country for WMD’s? FAT chance, HaHaHAH!

And How Bad Is That?

According to my mil-intel sources, the only reason this new administration hasn’t initiated a major
surgical strike yet to take out his current nuclear arsenal is because of the politically formidable
retaliatory response tactics deployed by North Korea in the form of the so-called Pyrrhic Victory
principle, making it far too costly in terms of human life to be worth any perceived spoils of victory.

However, as we might painfully see, this might be a moot, and eventually irrelevant factor in the
larger analysis for military action justification. With the subjectivity in the decision weighing in the
same way it did with the decision to Nuke Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

To prevent even MORE loss of lives and treasure later on in a future conflict with decisive action now.
It’s not even a very tough decision for the Trump Administration, considering that WWII precedent
and weighing the cost of waiting too long.
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It is estimated that there will be over a half million civilian casualties in the first few days of action
before it “calms down”. But there will be no escaping the carnage not seen since the Viet Nam
conflict, which will be paled by comparison as tens of thousands of heavy artillery and rockets rain
down on Seoul. And a massive phalanx of military tanks and choppers on both sides demolish
everything in their paths along the DMZ in a firestorm of death.

To preclude the escalation of a larger full scale war between South and North Korea after any initial
surgical strike against North Korea’s nuclear missile program, Seoul is now allowing the THAAD
anti-missile defense system in South Korea which is the advanced big brother of the Patriot shield
system in Israel.

There are also two other relatively secret systems in play and now also being surreptitiously deployed
for use to assist THAAD deployment in the taking down any Scud or other medium range heavy
payload missiles launched by NK before they reach their targets.

Then What?

“Dogs of War always growl before they attack…but their biting fangs are swift and silent…”

P.J. Klipangle.

Whitehouse Press spokesperson Sarah Huckabee, when asked at a recent press conference about
North Korea after an earlier U.S. intercontinental missile test, stated that “no option is off the table
but we’re not tipping our hand with details…”

Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) also said this week that “Conflict is inevitable, unless Pyongyang stops testing
weapons”.

North Korea’s foreign minister Ri Yong Ho just emphasized in an international interview that NK will
never quit their nuclear ballistic missile defense program. NEVER!

Kim Jong-Un threatened massive retaliation for the latest sanctions voted on by Congress to cripple at
least a third of North Korea’s already brutal economy.

Trump tweeted the other day, that “North Korea best not make any more threats to the United States.
They will be met by fire and fury that the world has never seen”.

Up until now, we didn’t care much about his threats. It was estimated that he only had a few nuclear
weapons. None capable of threatening the U.S.

That suddenly all changed. The Intelligence community just issued a new devastating alert. It appears
that NK had been moving much faster than expected and now has powerful miniaturized nuclear
warheads ready to install on their long range intercontinental missiles when perfected in the near
future that will be able to reach Chicago.

What they’re not telling you is that one type of nuclear weapon that North Korea had always been
interested in developing with the help of Russian and Chinese technology was a high electromagnetic
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pulse (HEMP) warhead!

Do they also have one of those as well? Vegas won’t give you odds that they don’t.

So here are the details of the military operation they won’t reveal. When our Asian war machine gets
revved up and good to go, collateral damage is prepared for and can be controlled and minimized,
and South Korea and allies are firmly on board, with a first strike attack, the supercomputer at the
Pentagon will give the info and the War Department will analyze the algorithmic percentage of
success probabilities and when it gives the “nod”…

Then the U.S. would want to be able to portray an initial attack as just a counter attack which followed
a first move by North Korea. So we will wait patiently and likely attack during a future repeat North
Korea long range missile test later claiming the missile’s trajectory was analyzed at launch to be a
direct preemptive attack on Japan or Guam, or our own mainland.

Or, as just happened these days, we will “set the stage” for this by instigating and goading Kim Dim
Wit to take the first punch to get things started. So Trump escalated the testosterone tirades to higher
levels by stating that the U.S. war machine will be conducting massive joint allied military staging
exercises this month off the coast of Korea, and that the U.S. Armada will then be “locked and
loaded”!

And the toady Tyrant Boy responded with a detailed threat to immediately wipe out Guam if that
occurred!

“ When the instruments of death are tuned up and the Orchestra of War is ready to play, The
‘Conductor’ will raise his mighty baton, and begin the ‘concert’ of death and destruction…”

P.J. Klipangle.

Will you be “enjoying” the music? I hope you are at least prepping for it?

3 Second SEAL Test Will Tell You If You’ll Survive A SHTF Situation

The more serious problem with this powerful poker hand are the two wild cards that are still waiting
to be turned over on the world gaming table.

One, is whether or not the Pentagon will decide to use smaller scale tactical nukes on NK to end the
war quickly and save prolonged engagement and allied casualties?

Considering the complications of nuclear weapons deployment, it would set a precedent if a country
like Iran or China, or Pakistan decides to take advantage of the military preoccupation of the U.S. and
its allies to bust a military move elsewhere for its own hegemonic agenda. Then all hell could break
loose and seriously affect our own economy and lifestyle here.

The other wild card is considering the now serious “Russia-gate” problems with his “dark state”
enemies homing in forcefully on Trump’s family and associates for serious prosecutions, Trump might
just decide to pull the trigger on North Korea ASAP for ANY acceptable excuse? After all, there are no
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impeachments or potential criminal proceedings allowed against a sitting wartime president.

It all would get put on hold for the duration which would be more than enough time for the Trump
administration to fix everything by firing whoever needed firing and put a stop to “Russia-gate”
investigations once and for all.

That alone would be worth pulling the trigger. But if it succeeded in quickly taking out the North
Korean regime and destroying their nuclear capability for future without creating WWIII in the
process for the defense of the American people, that would likely ensure his second term and make
the risks even more worth taking.

2. A Mortally Wounded Power Grid

The second imminent nationwide catastrophe will be the power grid, and I've already told you about
it. Many prepare for a potentially imminent Solar event, HEMP attack, or devastating grid hack by
cyber terrorists, the worst case scenario(s) for a major grid collapse are far more mundane, and about
to happen any time now. Interestingly, major cyber attack power outages happen to be FEMA’s major
priority right now.

Just this week the major vacation area of Cape Hatteras Carolina Islands on the East Coast
experienced a total power outage black out when the main power source to the area was severed by
a piece of heavy construction equipment. The situation got worse when there is no telling when the
power will be restored.

Fresh water is gone and thousands of tourists are being evacuated and a state of emergency has been
declared. There are virtually no backup generators on the islands. And they can’t get them there fast
enough before the situation goes from bad to worse. The business losses will not be recoverable for
years.
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There was little significant MSM coverage of a recent event where three major cities in the U.S. had
three very curious major, but brief, power outages simultaneously one morning. Then a nuclear
power station out West was hit with a cyber attack but managed to resist it with advanced
counter-cyber IT.

There are outages across the country almost every week. These are warnings of severe power
infrastructure problems currently at dangerous levels that are only deteriorating until a major
Domino effect can shut down enough of the country’s power to throw it in mass chaos. Because when
that many areas are blacked out, there will NOT be help coming any time soon, if at all.

But we are so dependent upon electricity in our lives that if you are a master off grid bushcraft perish
right along with their dying homesteader, you might be one of the fortunate few. Most of the world
simply is NOT. And many will flashlight batteries.

Then there’s the other way to cause a major grid collapse: a concentrated well planned commando
style attack on certain power stations, to begin the domino effect widespread blackout. It’s unnerving
to realize how weak and fragile our grid system really is. And how all three of these “in progress”
events could all somehow contribute to nation-wide blackouts.

At a recent privately held world summit in Washington on the impact of a massive cataclysm and its
effect on the infrastructure and survivability of societies attended by experts from 200 countries, one
of the hosts former Florida Congresswoman Michelle Vasillinda made an alarming statement that “it’s
not ‘if’ a Black SKY (massive power infrastructure collapse) event will occur, it’s when!”

SHTF events don’t get much worse than a dead and buried power grid. Where nothing is ON anymore.
And life as we need it comes to a grinding, unbearable halt.

3. End of the World Geoengineering

AKA Chemtrails/Haarp weather control. Despite the grave imminence of the aforementioned SHTF
scenarios, this one is, by far, the most ominously horrible. Because the catastrophe is being created
by OUR own Dark State government, and We, The Sheeple, are virtually oblivious to it and do nothing
about it.

And because this apocalypse is NOT imminent. It Is Not Near. It Is Absolutely Happening Right HERE
AND RIGHT NOW!

It just may become the worst apocalypse humanity as ever seen even ushering in an actual human
species extinction! Just look up in the sky? It’s a bird, No, it’s a plane! But it definitely ain’t Superman.
More like the Grim Reaper.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLwfFtDFZDpwulG0PJ9IID0iypsRXDSa1E&v=--M4UXgcf_o

Video first seen on Dane Wigington.

I wrote about celebrities like the late Prince and Merle Haggert who were Chemtrail activists, and I
was amazed at how many people still thought chemtrails were a conspiracy theory. That’s got to be
one of the World’s Greatest Hoaxes continuously perpetrated on the people.

But unauthorized criminally covered up geoengineering and chem-trails are a proven fact. But the
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dark state government has cleverly kept us “under heavy cloud cover” in the form of target focused
brainwashing. And it has gotten much worse lately.

I won’t elaborate now. Combined with the above doom and gloom it might be too depressing for you
all at once. But prepare yourself for a life-changing revelation. You’ll learn why the only real global
warming is the one intentionally created by the geoengineering totalitarian monsters!

ENDGAME

The major prep focus for the above events are food and power back up. Each above event in
expanded danger could affect these areas tremendously. If you haven’t done so already, you should
at least get some of the survival guide books we have here to start planning!

Good Luck, but we all know it ain’t about luck.

 

This article has been written by Mahatma Muhjesbude for Survivopedia.

Resources:

http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/audio-video/video/
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